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JOHNS-MANVILLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

Corrugated Transite

Corrugated Transite is easily and rapidly applied

a

A material for industrial roofing and siding con-

struction must, in addition to possessing structural

efficiency, withstand the many forms of destructive ac-

tion which are common in chemical and metallurgical

processes. For twenty-five years Transite has con-

tinually proved its value as such a material, not only

because of its durability and fire-resisting qualities

but also because of its ease of application and free-

dom from painting or other maintenance.

Corrugated Transite is made of asbestos fibre and

cement, formed under great pressure into dense, un-

laminated, monolithic sheets possessing unusual

strength, rigidity and durability. Corrugated Tran-

site sheets are designed for use as roofing, siding and

partitioning, particularly over skeleton frame construc-

tion. This material has been extensively used by

railroads, public utilities and industrial plants because

of its exceptionally high resistance to acid fumes.

alkaline vapors, adverse atmospheric conditions and

extreme and sudden temperature changes.

In the thousands of installations which have been

made, every detail of construction has been thor-

oughly worked out to assure rapid, economical erec-

tion. Special fasteners have been designed, accesso-

ries made available in the form of ridge rolls, corner

rolls, clips and louvres, and ventilators manufactured

from Transite to meet a wide variety of requirements.

Characteristics of Transite

Resistance to Fire:

Transite, in addition to being non-combustible, will

withstand considerable temperature without cracking

or buckling. This resistance to destructive agencies,

while desirable under all conditions, is essential where

combustible products are manufactured. In the event

of a fire in one of a closely related group of build-
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Transite used on a coke-quencher station

ings, Transite prevents the destruction of the entire

plant by confining the fire to its source. This is well

illustrated by the large use of the material as a roof-

ing over stills in oil refineries where it has proved

effective in preventing the spread of fire from one

unit to another. No other material, so adaptable to

general building construction, surpasses Transite in

resistance to fire.

Resistance to Weather and Corrosion:

In chemical industries, Corrugated Transite provides

resistance to the corrosive attacks of practically all of

the common acid fumes and gases, such as exist around

gas plants, coke ovens, smelters and other metallurgical

equipment. Where roofing and siding previously had

to be replaced frequently, Transite has been in use

for many years without the necessity for maintenance

or replacement.

Similarly, the extremes of climatic conditions do

not deteriorate Transite. Neither is it affected by rain

and salt corrosion even where the atmosphere is

heavily charged with chemical vapors and dust which

is dissolved in the rain to form acid.

Where condensation collecting on the under side of

a roof and on steel girders would be likely to cause

trouble, the J-M Insulated Rot-proof Roof or the

Transite Insulated Roof may be employed in con-

junction with the Corrugated Transite. The added in-

sulation of either of these constructions reduces heal

transmission to a point where condensation will be

prevented and there will be no damage to equipment

through water dropping from overhead framing. For

example, one of these roofs is always recommended

over paper machines or exposed electrical equipment.

Resistance to Temperatures and Steam:

Alternate dry and wet conditions or high and low

temperatures, common to many industrial operations,

do not harm Corrugated Transite. It may be used

over open vats, in boiler rooms and wherever steam,

irrespective of its temperature or condition, is likely

to come into contact with the roofing and siding.

The coke-quencher offers an outstanding example

of this "shock-proof" quality. A car loaded with

glowing coke, radiating heat at a temperature of about

1700 F against the Transite, is run into the quencher,

and the cold water is turned on. Some of this water

strikes the Transite, the rest hits the glowing coke

and is promptly converted into steam. This steam

strikes the water-cooled siding, and escapes to the

atmosphere. This process is repeated in frequent

cycles during the working day. Transite is the only

corrugated material which has satisfactorily withstood

the rigors of this unusual service.

Durability and Economy:

Like many other products made of cement, Tran-

site actually becomes tougher and stronger with age

and stands up for years under conditions which de-

stroy other forms of roofing and siding. Since it re-

quires no protective painting or other maintenance

expense and because it reduces fire risks to a mini-

mum, Corrugated Transite is decidedly economical.

Accurate records of users indicate that Transite as-

sures the longest life and lowest per annum cost.

Physical and Structural Properties

:

Strength: The great pressures used in combining

the asbestos fibre and cement, together with the rein-

forcing action of the asbestos fibres, produce a surpris-

ingly strong sheet. This permits application over

widely spaced supporting members: on roofs up to 54",

and on siding up to 66", center to center. Where

structural design permits accumulation of snow and
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JOHNS-MANVILLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

In addition to possessing many structural advantages,
Transite is attractive in appearance. Note the neat
internal corner construction and the workmanlike step

flashing at the brick wall

ice to cause excessive loading, however, the purlin

spacing in such areas shall be reduced to 45" or even

less in extreme cases. While Corrugated Transite

possesses ample strength for the usage intended, it

should not be subjected to overloading or undue

shocks. Workmen should use "chicken ladders" on all

roofing work. (Corrugated Transite meets Federal

Specification SS-S-284.)

Appearance: Transite, light cement gray in color

and uniform in texture, presents an attractive appear-

ance. Its light-reflecting properties are often of advan-

tage not only for interiors but also for exteriors in

reflecting the heat of the sun. Transite can be painted,

if desired, by applying a chlorinated rubber enamel,

preferably, or with a heavy coat of boiled linseed

oil and at least two coats of a good exterior paint.

Complete directions for painting cement-asbestos

products appear on a separate data sheet.

Ease of Application: Transite requires no special

tools for application and it can be installed as rapidly,

in the same general way, as any other corrugated ma-

terial. It can be drilled with twist drills, fastened

with screws or bolts and sawed with a hand saw,

though a portable power saw with a carborundum

wheel should be used if much sawing is to be done.

Special fasteners, which are supplied on order, further

facilitate erection over various types of framework.

Perfect Nesting of Corrugations: An important

feature of Corrugated Transite is that inside and out-

side radii of the corrugations are the same, assuring

perfect nesting and a good seal against water and wind.

There are two methods of assembly illustrated on page

entitled "Construction Details." The first utilizes sheets

with square corners, resulting in Staggered Joint Con-

struction. The second employs cut corner sheets,

resulting in Straight Joint Construction.

Where Corrugated Transite Is Used
In the following brief outline, a few of the many

interesting and widely varying applications of Cor-

rugated Transite are reviewed.

Oil Refineries: For fireproof aprons and roofs over

stills, housings of various types, and for "flare-back"

walls around tanks to prevent spread of burning oil

to adjacent tanks.

Railroads: For switch towers, freight houses, way
stations, and relay, battery and tool sheds, pedestrian

overpasses, smoke baffles, round houses and car shops.

Transite Smoke Jacks, Smoke Ducts and Ventilators,

described on other data sheets, are widely used in

roundhouses.

Transite is quickly and easily applied over skeleton frame
construction. Note staggered joint resulting from use of

square-cornered sheets

CORRUGATED TRANSITE
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Waterfront fires, the dread of shippers, are localized when dock storage warehouses are built of Corru-

gated Transite. Moreover, this material withstands weathering and the corrosive effects of salt air

Chemical and Metallurgical Industries: For these

industries Transite solves some of the most aggravat-

ing building problems, due to its resistance to the

majority of commercial acid fumes. Whether used

in gas and coke plants, electro-chemical industries,

smelters, refineries, or in any other location, Transite

affords continual protection.

Mines and Quarries: The material is applied as

roofing and siding on hoist houses, loader and crusher

sheds, storehouses and similar structures.

Coal Conveyor Housings: Transite housings are

employed in many public utilities and industrial

plants where large quantities of coal are handled.

Warehouses and Docks: Due to the unusual fire

hazards, Transite is widely used.

Garages and Hangars: Fire resistance, light-reflec-

tion, easy erection, low cost and appearance are es-

sential qualities fulfilled by Transite for garages,

hangars, terminals and similar buildings.

Fair and Exposition Buildings: Transite is es-

pecially adapted to this type of construction, which
is used only intermittently and represents a large in-

vestment, both in first cost and in re-conditioning.

With Transite, erection costs are held to a minimum,
and maintenance costs are practically eliminated.

Farm Buildings: Transited resistance to fire,

weather and wear makes this material ideal for use in

farm construction. Machine sheds, corn cribs, milk
houses, cow barns, and other farm buildings can be
easily and economically built of Corrugated Transite.

Sea Coasts : Transite is ideal for sea coast buildings

because it is totally unaffected by the deteriorating

action of severe wind and salt spray conditions.

Corrugated and Flat Transite

Corrugated Transite is often used in combination

with Flat Transite, especially for the smaller types of

buildings, such as employees' houses, sheds, tool

houses and similar structures. In such cases corru-

gated is used for roofing and flat material for siding.

Battens, also made of Transite, are placed over the

butt joints on the siding, providing an obstruction

against wind and rain. Architects and decorators

employ flat and corrugated sheets to work out unique,

modern designs in stores and exhibits.

J-M Curtain Wall Construction: J-M Insulating

Board sandwiched between an exterior of Corrugated

Transite and an interior veneer of Flexboard forms a

sheet material with insulating value equal to that of

masonry approximately 14" thick. Light in weight,

this modern, dry-wall construction is suitable for walls

or partitions in warehouses, plants, hangars or other

buildings where an insulated structure is desired.

Employee Housing: Companies operating in loca-

tions which require the maintenance of employee hous-

ing facilities use Transite very effectively to produce
economical, fire-resisting houses of attractive appear-
ance. The possibility of practically complete salvage,

when panel wall construction is used, increases the
advantages of Transite for this type of building.

BMT-2 CORRUGATED TRANSITE
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Corrugated Transite Dimensions and Weights
Corrugated Transite sheets have corrugations with a

4.2" pitch and a depth of iy2". The' thickness is ap-

proximately 7/16" at ridge and valley of corrugations

and approximately 5/16" on tangent, an average

thickness of %". Sheets are furnished 42", or ten

corrugations, wide. Standard lengths are listed below:

Length Sq Ft Area Length Sq Ft Area

0'6" 1.75 6'0" 21.00
l'O" 3.50 6'6" 22.75
1'6"

5.25 7'0" 24.50
2'0" 7.00 7'6" 26.25
2'6" 8.75 8'0" 28.00
3'0" 10.50 8'6" 29.75
3'6" 12.25 9'0" 31.50
4'0" 14.00 9'6" 33.25
4'6" 15.75 lO'O" 35.00
5'0" 17.50 10'6" 36.75
5'6" 19.25 ll'O" 38.50

Weights: Corrugated Transite weighs approxi-

mately 4.1 lb per sq ft, gross area, unstrapped.

Sized Sheets: The dimensions listed above are ap-

proximate. Sheets cut to accurate size can be furnished

at a slight extra charge for sizing. Unless otherwise

specified, standard sheets will be shipped.

Cut Sheets: Sheets can be furnished any desired

width or length that can be cut from standard sizes.

Such special size sheets will be charged for on the

basis of the next larger standard size. Diagonal and
longitudinal cutting, where required at gables, win-

dows or elsewhere, will be charged on a sheet basis;

battens are cut from sheets on a linear foot basis.

Curved Sheets: Curved sheets are manufactured

to order. The minimum radius when curved length-

wise, with the arc parallel to the length of sheets, is

60" (See drawing "A" above). When curved cross-

wise, with the arc parallel to the width of sheets, the

minimum radius is 24" (See drawing "B" above).

A sheet may be curved either way, but not both ways.

Types of Corner Construction:

Corrugated Transite sheets are furnished in three

types: Type X with all corners square; Type Y with

one corner cut; and Type Z with two diagonal corners

cut. These three types are shown in an accompanying

illustration. The square-cornered sheets, Type X, re-

sult in staggered joint construction and the sheets with

cut corners enable Transite to be laid with straight hori-

zontal and vertical lap lines. The latter kind involves

a slight additional cost because of the cut corners.

.•
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TYPE X TYPE Y
TYPES OF CUT-CORKER

TYPE Z
SHEETS

Accessories:

Transite accessories are illustrated in drawings ap-

pearing elsewhere in the data sheets on this subject.

Ridge Rolls are Transite units used to cover the

joint at the ridge. Type P Ridge Rolls are furnished

7" in diameter, approximately %" thick in lengths

of 10-ft. Battens for Type P Ridge Roll are applied

on the inside of the ridge roll to cover the joint

where two sections butt together. These Type P
battens are furnished approximately %" thick, 6" in

diameter and 6" long.

Corner Roll is used as eave trim or to cover the

corners of the corrugated structure. Type W Corner
Roll is supplied approximately %" thick in 8-ft

lengths with 6" legs on a 90 deg bend. Type U battens

are %" thick, 6" x 6" x 6", and are applied on the

outside of the joint where the Corner Roll butts.

CORRUGATED TRANSITE DIMENSIONS, WEIGHTS, ETC
Jane, 1949 (Cancelling: sheet dated September, 1947)
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Main building of a large aircraft plant with walls of Corrugated Transite and a facia of Flat Transite

Louvre Blades, made of Corrugated Transite, are
supplied in average thickness of %'\ 9%" wide,' and
lengths up to lift. Construction details are shown on
other data sheets covering erection methods.

Transfalt Strips, made of preformed asphalt, are
designed for flashings at various points on the cor-
rugated structure. Three types are available; Type
for the upperside of the sheets, Type I for the under-
side of the sheets and Type R for use between Ridge
Roll and the Corrugated Transite roof sheets.

Modernizing a plant economically by apnlyinp J MCorrugated Transite to the original Jr%F%Sj£

J-M Rope Putty or J-M Black* Asbestos Roof
Putty must be used for cementing laps of roofing
sheets. Gray putty is used to cover exposed fasteners
other than the lead-head type. Rope putty % 6

"
dia.,

talced and supplied wound on reels, provides a su-
perior flashing. The black and gray putties are sup-
plied in containers of convenient sizes.

Corrosion-resisting bolts, drivescrews, washers and
clips of various types, designed especially for use with
Corrugated Transite, are shown in detail elsewhere.

Erection

:

Skilled labor is not needed for the proper erection
of Corrugated Transite. Because of the convenient
sheet sues and the accessories available, this material
can be speedily applied by the average workman.

Corrugated Transite shall not be laid on roofs having
a pitch of less than 3" per foot; a pitch of 4" or -ore
is preferred.

Roofing and siding shall be applied with a side lap
of one corrugation, 4.2", to give a weather exposure
of approx.rn.tely 37.8". End laps shall be not less
than 6 and must occur over purlins or girts. Purlins
should not be spaced on greater tha„ 54" centers, and
side-girts on centers not greater than 66". In areaswhere structural design permits accumulation of snow

in, rll'T fCeSSiVC l0ading
'
reduce Purli" ^Pac-ing to 45 (or less in extreme cases) and inereaseminimum roof pitch to 4".

"crease

Complete directions for 'the erection of Corrugated
Tran»ite are given in other sheets.

Caution: Do not ,.v, »*r,^« H n
Putty on the exposed face of the *«£. ^ "¥° ld "»"'«"« tk. Black

BMT-3
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Construction details for 4,2" Corrugated Transite

NOTE I IN ERECTION FASTEN STARTING SHEETS
TEMPORARILY. WHEN VERTICAL LINES OF
JOINTS ARC PLUMB AND HORIZONTAL
LINES STRAIGHT, TIGHTEN ALL BOLTS.

HORIZONTAL FASTENING
Id' ON CENTERS

J-M ASBESTOS
ROOF PUTTY (BLACK)
SHALL BE LAID IN ALL
SIDE & END LAPS OF
ROOfING SHEETS ONLY

ONE CORRUGATION
SIDE LAP

BUTT CUT
CORNER

ONE CORRUGATION
SIOE LAP

ONE SIDE LAP BOLT SPACED
EQUALLY BETWEEN PURLINS
UP TO 4-0M 2 BOLTS BET.

PURLINS OVER 4'-0"

THE FIRST OR EAVE COURSE OF SHEETS
SHOULD BE LAID TO A GUIDE LINE STRETCHED
ALONG THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE BUILDING.
THIS LINE TO BE PLACED AT A POINT CORRESPOND
ING TO THE EAVES OR OVERKANG OF THE ROOF.

STRAIGHT JOINT CONSTRUCTION

MAX. PURLIN SPACING
4-6-

MAX. GIRT SPACING
5'-©-

FASTENING APPROX. 12' O CAT
EAVES ANO OTHER EXPOSED POINTSK̂-ONE CORRUGATION

SIOE LAP

WITH CUT- CORNER SHEETS

MIN. ROOF PITCH
3» TO THE FOOT

FIRST SHEET OF THIRO COURSE OFFSET
ONE CORRUGATION FROM FIRST SHEET
OF SECONO COURSE TRIM OFF TWO
CORRUGATIOlOSTO MAINTAIN UNIFORM
RAKE LINE.

SEE NOTE *M. ON THE
ABOVE DRAWING

ONE CORRUGATION
SIOE LAP

THE FIRST OR EAVE COURSE OF SHEETS
SHOULD BE LAID TO A GUIDE LINE STRETCH-
ED ALONG THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE BUILDING.
THIS LJNE TO BE PLACED AT A POINT CORRESPOND-
ING TO THE EAVES OR OVERHANG OF THE ROOF.

MAX. PURLIN SPACING %4'-6
MAX. GIRT SPACING

S' -6"

FASTENING APPROX. I2"0.C AT
EAVES AND OTHER EXPOSED POINTS

ONE CORRUGATION
SIDE LAP

*WIN. ROOF PITCH
3" TO THE FOOT

STAGGERED JOINT CONSTRUCTION WITH SQUARE - CORNER SHEETS

VA\ 5"LEAD HD. BOLT

TYPE'P'BATTEN
6" LONG

TYPE R

TRANSFALT STRIPS

WOOD PURLIN
OR GIRT

LEAO HEAD
*T|4 DRIVE
SCREW 4- LG.

CORRUGATEO
TRANSITE-^ IP

CORRUGATEO
TRANSITE

Z'-CLIP

STEEL
ANGLE

STEEL ANGLE

/4-LEAO
HO. BOLT
3" LONO

S-VCUP

2" LONG

1/4 "LEAD
HD. BOLT

3" LONG

TRANSFALT STRIP

TYPE*P*RIDGE
ROLL

1/4- LEAD
HD. BOLT

"J "-CUP

RIDCE TOGGLE

CORRUGATED TRANSITE

SECTION THRU RIDGE

1/4" LEAD
HD. BOLT

"J "-CLIP

COLUMN

ORRUGATED TRANSITE

ASBESTOS ROOF PUTTY

l^LEAD HD.BOLT

TYPE W CORNER ROLL

CORNER DETAILS

CORRUGATED
TRANSITE

LONG

^1/4" LEAD
C HO- BOLT

HOOK CLIP

STEEL ANGLE

h SIOE LAP ONE CORP..

SHEET LEAD FLASHING
BENT AS SHOWN FASTENER DETAILS

IN AREAS WHERE STRUCTURAL DESIGN PERMITS ACCUMULATION OF SNOW
AND ICE TO CAUSE EXCESSIVE LOADING, REDUCE PURLIN SPACING TO
45" CO* LESS IN EXTREME CASES) AND INCREASE THE MINIMUM ROOF
PITCH TO 4".

NOTE BOLT LENGTHS FOR V AND HOOK CLIPS =
DEPTH OF STEEL PLUS 3".

ORILL V3Z HOLES IN TRANSITE FOR LEAD HD.
BOLTS AND 'A* HOLES FOR ROUND HD. BOLTS.
WHERE EXCESSIVE VIBRATION EXISTS. A NUT
SECURING METHOD SHALL BE EMPLOYED*

Patent* No. 2,015,129, 2,021,929 and 2,169,376
Patented Canada 1937

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS FOR CORRUGATED TRANSITE
September 9 1947 (Cancelling: sheet dated November, 1946)

Printed la U.S.A.
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Corrugated Transite Fasteners

a
— 3"

LEAD HEAD BOLT

r

^
LEAD HEAD

DRIVE SCREW

^ D h*>

WASHER

J CLIP -2 HOLE

LEAD
WASHER

«sv

J CLIP -3 HOLE

WASHER

jj]^»lilililtl.Ulihiilil.lih|i|,|.|,j.|Jm
ROUNDHEAD BOLT

HOOK CLIP

SV CLIP

Type
of

fastener

Length
in

i/uhes

Type
of

finish

No.
per
lb.

Type
of

fastener

Length
in

inches

Typo
of

No.
per
IK74 Leaa xieaa Holts

a
2

3
(See Footnote)* 18

15

13

ny2
10

9

Wz
8

7

7

Lead Head Drive-

ID.

K

If

Ci

4
5

6

7

8

M
cc

K

ft

(6

screws
M

Washers
u

No. 14x3
No. 14x4

lxl7/
64

%X1764

Galvanized
(4

64

u

16

14

74

225

66
9

10

U

fit

Washers (lead) %xy4 (Lead Cupped) 77
86

11

12

1%

1%

M Hook Clip Galvanized 7

2A" Stove Bolt

fifi

fit

M

fifi

6i/
2

56

49

44

J Clip—2 Hole

Toggle

J Clip—3 Hole

u

tt

fit

7^2

4%
6

• Note- Corrosion-re.istant fin

2

3

Uh.

M

M
40

28

ZClip

SV Clip

U

64

5l/
2

3

BMT-4
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ERECTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR CORRUGATED TRAN

In the erection instructions following, the limitations given in the table
below must "be adhered to:

Minimum Roof Pitch Maximum Purlin Spacing* Maximum Girt Spacing
3" per ft 4 ft 6" 5 ft 6"

Side Lap
1 corrugation

*In areas where structural design permits accumulation of snow and ice to
cause excessive loading, reduce purlin spacing to 45" (or less in extreme cases)
and increase minimum roof pitch to 4".

Delivering and Handling of Material: Pile sheets on firm, level supports,
spaced on approximately 12" centers and extending the full width. Never pile
higher than 18". Keep material dry and clean. If delivered strapped, do not
unstrap until ready for application. Fasteners are shipped in kegs, boxes and
bags accompanying the sheets. Store Transfalt Strips in horizontal position.

Spacing of Supports

:

The framing members over which this material is to be
applied shall be spaced not to exceed the dimensions given in the table above.

Types of Sheets: For Straight Joint Construction, Transite sheets are
furnished in Types X (square corners), and Y and Z (cut corners). All drawings
shall be studied carefully for identification and location of sheets. For Stag-
gered Joint Construction, all sheets are furnished with all square corners. The
smooth side of the Transite is exposed to the weather.

Fasteners

:

The style of fasteners to be used will be governed by the type,
shape and position of the purlins and girts. (Refer to drawings showing fasteners
and fastening details). Where excessive vibration exists, a nut-securing method
shall be employed .

Drilling: Holes must be drilled to receive bolts, using the ordinary twist
drill in a brace or a small electric drill. In all instances, holes must be made
in high part of corrugation, 9/32" diameter for lead-head bolts and 1/4" diameter
for stove bolts.

t-L ,1/4- LEAD
L HD. BOLT

LEAD HEAD
*I4 DRIVE
SCREW 4-LG

HOOK CLIP

STEEL ANGLE

2" LONG

1/4 "LEAD
HD. BOLT

3" LONG

2" LONG

U4.
M LEAD

HD. BOLT

J •- CLIP

1/4" LEAD
HD.BOLT

PURLIN

STEEL ANGLE

1/4" LEAD
HO. BOLT
3" LONG

S-VCLIP

--CLIP

iSIDE LAPONECORR.

NOTE: BOLT LENGTHS FOR J AND HOOK CLIPS

«

DEPTH OF STEEL PLUS 3"

DRILL 9/sz HOLES IN TRANSITE FOR
LEAD HD. BOLTS AND WHOLES FOR
ROUND HD. BOLTS
WHERE VIBRATION EXISTS, A NUT
SECURING METHOD SHALL BE EM
PLOYED.

FASTENER DETAILS

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Products

Erection Instructions
Corrugated Transite Roofing and Siding

DATESeptember , 1947

(Cancelling sheet
dated Dec. , 1946)

BMT-20

PRlNTcD IN U.S.A.
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saw

for

«„+ in the field, a power carborundum wheel or power

sSSfft 2T CLSV*. a -nd saw cut five points to the inc. and set

cross-cutting purposes may be employed.

Sheets shall he secured to all purlins and girts, spac
Spacing of Fasteners:

ing fasteners as follows:

Clips, on approximately 18- centers on main body^^^^TT^
pronmately 12 cente

^
s ^a *

d tw0 tolts evenly spaced on greater spans.

iaifSlTJSiS -rallyls shown on drawing of Fasten!** Details spac-

^ I™ a! specified above. Washers ^£™**^*^£~* °*

lead-head bolts) or nut of fasteners comes in contact with the Transite.

Protegtlog of Fasteners: The lead-head bolts and drivescrews do not require

further protection. If stove bolts or drivescrewe are used, theyjfrall he

adequately covered on the weather side with J-M Gray Asbestos Roof Putty, or with a

Seavy coat of white lead. In extreme cases, where it is required to have a more

non-corroding fastener, the fasteners should be cleaned of all grease and foreign

matter and then dipped in hot asphalt and allowed to drain and dry. After the

fasteners are in place, it will be necessary to touch up the bolt threads and other

abraded places CONDITIONS BEYOND OUR CONTROL MAKE IT DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN A SATIS-

FACTORY CORROSION-RESISTING PLATING ON BOLTS, NUTS AND CLIPS FURNISHED BY JOHNS-

MANVILLE. IT IS RECOMMENDED, THEREFORE, THAT ALL FASTENERS BE TREATED AFTER APPLI-

CATION WITH A GOOD GRADE METALLIC PAINT.

Application - General: (a) Sheets must

"be laid with a side lap of one corrugation

and an end lap of at least 6". J-M Black*

Asbestos Roof Putty shall be laid in all

side and end laps of roofing sheets only,

requiring approximately 5 lb per 100 sq ft

of area. This putty shall be spread evenly

over ridge only of end corrugation, in

vertical laps, and near head of underlying

sheet in horizontal laps.

BLACK ASBESTOS
ROOF PUTTY

1/4 K 2* LEAO HEAD
80LT

CORRUGATEO
TRANSITE

Side lap, showing lead-head bait

* CAUTION: Do NOT use "Gray" Putty and avoid smearing the Black Putty on the

exposed face of the sheets.

J-M Rope Putty, 7/16" in diameter, may also be used. It is furnished on spools
and can be readily unreeled in

place for sealing laps. Temporary-

adhesion to ridges of corrugations
is effected by "thumbing" the
putty at approximately 12" centers.

It can be placed across the
corrugations, spanning from ridge
to ridge, and under the weight of

the overlaying sheet the putty
will conform uniformly to the
corrugations.



(b) Sheets must be of proper length so that all end laps will occur over a

purlin or girt and so that fasteners at ends of sheets will pass through both upper
and underlying sheets. The fasteners must be tight against the back of the purlin.

(c) ALTHOUGH CORRUGATED TRANSITE IS SUFFICIENTLY STRONG FOR THE SERVICE FOR
WHICH IT IS DESIGNED, IT MUST NOT BE SUBJECTED TO ABUSE, OVERLOADING OR SHOCK. DO
NOT PILE MATERIAL UPON THE ROOF UNLESS THE LOAD IS DISTRIBUTED SO AS TO BE BORNE
BY THE FRAMING MEMBERS. PLANKS AND CHICKEN LADDERS MUST BE USED AND WORKERS
SHOULD ALWAYS WALK OVER FRAMING MEMBERS, PARTICULARLY WHEN WET AS THE TRANSITE
THEN BECOMES SLIPPERY.

(d) NO THAWING OR OTHER DE-ICING MATERIAL SHALL BE USED ON ANY TRANSITE PRODUCT,

(e) It is important that the application be started correctly, true to line,
etc. If a careless start is made, improper alignment will result. The generous
use of chalk or plumb lines is therefore advisable and care must be exercised at
all times to keep the vertical line of joints plumb, and horizontal lines straight.
Application should be started at the left, progressing toward the right. As
sheets are placed in position, they must be firmly fastened in place.

(f) Unless otherwise specified, an overhang at the eaves of 6" to 9" from the
outside of the lower roof purlin is usually sufficient. At the gables, sheets
should not overhang ends of purlins more than two corrugations.

Application - Straight Joint Method: (a) The first or eave course of sheets
should be laid to a guide line, stretched along the entire length of building.
This line to be placed at a point corresponding to the eave or overhang of roof.

(b) Apply three or four sheets of first course, fastening sheets firmly in

place. The first sheet of first course will be type X as shown in drawing. The
succeeding sheets will be type Y, to be lapped one corrugation at side with cut
corner uppermost.

(c) Apply two or three sheets of second course, inserting a few fasteners
to hold sheets in place. The first sheet of second course will be type Y, laid
with cut corner downward, butting this cut corner against the cut corner of second

SM££T I APPLIED FIRST.
SHEET Z APPLIED SECOND, OVER-

LAPPING SHEET I OfiE CORRUGATION
S/05 LAP.

JHEET 3 APPLIED NEXT, OVER-
LAPPING SHEET I SIX INCHES END
LAP AND BUTTING DIRECTLY AGAINST
CUT- CORNER OF SHEET 2.

SHEET 4 APPLIED LAST, OVERLAPP-
ING SHEET 3 ONE CORRUGATION SIDE
LAP, AMD SHEET 2 S/X INCHES END LAP.

MlN. ROOF PITCH
3" PER FOOT

ONE CORRUGATION
StDC LAP

FASTENERS ON APPffQX. Id CENTERS

/ SIDE LAP BOLT SPACED1

MIDWAY BETWEEN PU&LJNS
OR GIRTS ON SPANS UP TO 4-0' AND
Z EVENL Y SPACED ON GREATER* SPANS

FASTENERS ON APPROX.
12" CENTERS AT EAVES
ANO OTHER EXPOSED
POINTS

Straight Joint Construction with Cut-Corner Sheets

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Products

Erections Instructions
Corrugated Trans ite Roofing and Siding

date September , 1947

(Cancelling sheet
dated Mar. , 1945)

BMT-21

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
F

TECHNICAL DATA SECTION



^^^^i^m^i- , t ^tions and flZh with Type U
cure with toggles similar to Hiage &o±±.

Battens or secure as shown.

JOINT TO BE'
BEDDED IN

GRAY ASBESTOS
ROOF PUTTY -

BUTT JOINT

CORRUGATED TRANSITE

rX2" WOOD FURRING
STRIP APPROX. 12-LG.

LEAD HD.
BOLTS
3" LONG

YPE-'W"
CORNER ROLL

Transite Corner Roll details

[£

1

TYPE "W" CORNER ROLL

a'- 0" LONG

*
•_i

'8

T

vp

I

TYPE "U" BATTEN
6 X 6" X 6" LONG

Louvres

:

Install louvres as shown. All butted joints of louvres must

occur at vertical supporting members. ALL STEEL MEMBERS TO BE FURNISHED,

ERECTED AND DRILLED BY OTHERS.

CORRUGATED
TRANSITE ROOFING

TYPE-
%

"W':

6"X6" TRIM
TRANSITE

LOUVRE BLADES
MAX. LENGTH
ll'-O" LONG

K

iV *,

TYPE -W
6"X 6" TRIM
J-M TRANSFALT

STRIP TYPE "O"

CORRUGATED
TRANSITE ROOFING

FLAT STEEL 3/1

(BY OTHERS)
BENT TO SHAPE ANO
PAINTED BEFORE ERECTION

it

SECTION THROUGH LOUVRE BLADES
Transite Louvre details

Flashing Details: Flashings used in connection with Corrugated Transite
are formed of non-ferrous metal or, in certain cases, Type W Corner Roll and
Transfalt Strips. Details of flashings are shown on other data sheets



CORRUGATED TRANSITE INSTALLATION VIEWS

'

?

A rope sling is used to
hoist sheets in place

:

.-•'-

^^Vs^w^2i
m3

\. -*

Drilling holes to receive "bolts - Note use
of chicken ladders

Illustrating the method of fastening and the perfect
nesting of the Corrugated Transite sheets

<• SHHHfiAfiSftt ..',:;..;... --

The erection of J-M Corrugated Transite is rapidly and simply accomplished. The
view at the left shows the stepping "back of sheets for staggered joint construction

JOHNS-MANVI Building Materials

Corrugated Transite Installation Yiewf
Erection Details - Corrugated Transite and Corrugated Wire Glass!

DATE August, 1944

(Cancelling sheet
dated Dec. , 1939)

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
P

TECHNICAL DATA SECTION



ERECTION jmUM - ™RRHCUTED TRANSITS AMD CORRUGATED WIRE GLASS

A-

6' MAXIMUM SPACING—
-]

CORRUGATED WIRE GLASS

J M TYPED
TRANSFALT

STRIP

J-M TYPE 1 TRANSFALT STRIP

METAL
ANGLE

CORRUGATED WIRE GLA55 DETAILS

**
o*

f»*vi

^
^°ov^

<«5*

SECTION "2.2"

PURLINS POINTING UP

V\

-Jl

oO-W15

..c^

SECTION "2-2"

PURLINS POINTING DOWN

SECTION S-S"

. V>> A

criS*

SECTION-"!-!*'
PURLINS POINTING UP

**v Gv

. v^

SECTION-"!-!"
PURLINS POINTING DOWN



TYPICAL GABLE AND SILL DETAIL

J+t CORRUGATED TRANSITE J* CORRUGATED TRANSITS

ROOTING—-7
\ ROOT PUTTY ROOFING ROOT PUTTY

SHEET
LEAD
GABLE
FLASHING

CORRUGATED TRANSITE^

SIDING

GABLE FLASHING

BOTTOM
FLANGE OF PURUN
CUT OFF AT INSIDE

OF GIRT UNE TO
FAOUTATE FITTING
SIDING SHEETS

ANGLE

CORRUGATED TRANSITE

SIDING

r1»n

J'M CORRUGATED TRANSITE

SIDING

JXLIP
FASTENED

J-M CORRUGATED TRANSITE
SIDING

ROOF
PUTTY

\

HOOK CLIP

FASTENER

• «

WOOD NAJUNG STRIP

• • <3

*'&&&*•!!, °
.

•*'•••
'

«

i_! A' • .C\ '•'' . . • •

»•.-.'•••.•.•.•.• °. ". •
••

'. ^j > ^: '•.

CONCRETE-

• • *

I

TYPEI
TRANSFALTSTRIR-

MAXIMUM
\5"

^

DRIVE
^SCREW

• - :• :. /I ' v o .1 , Vo ' !{ /•'• ." • -•

CONCRETE'

-o' •" Q •.'•'.'- : ".•.*• '••;•'.' & ••••-*'. '"•'.• .":

^^-^—^

—

:-t:- •^.•. --/v '••• -^- .•• ••^. .•/.•.->:::0

<i'vVSo'.v.-v. • ^•^'•V.•'.
:.'^:••:V^;•<i:

:
::^^

• .: :v^o :,•• . O . ;.- .. <t .
•.. •.•<? •.•::>;vY:

TYPICAL DETAILS
BASE CONSTRUCTION

JOHNS-MANVI Building Materials

Corrugated Trans ite
Typical Ga"ble and Sill Detail

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
F

date August, 1944

(Cancelling sheet
dated May, 1940)
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I I -,:»V-
i

nnprnnwin) TPANSITE FLASHING DETAILS

J-M CORRUGATED TRANSITS

GIRT

ASH ANGLE

TEEL SASH

WINDOW HEAD

-J-M CORRUGATED
TRANSITS

SHEET
METAL
FLASHING

SASH ANGLE

SASH

J-M CORRUGATED TRANStTE

BEND METAL FLASHING
AROUND
CORRUGATION

DOOR JAMB

*•

APPROX. 2

J-M CORRUGATED TRANSITS

TRANSITS BUTTS AGAINST
METAL STOP

WINDOW JAMBS

STEEL SASH

MASH ANGLE.
SASH ANCLE \

J-M CORRUGATED
TRANStTE

SHEETMETAL FLASHING

WINDOW SILLS

h»*£ MIN. INSIDE CLEARANCE

GIRT

STEEL ANGLE
WITH SPACE FOR
TWO THICKNESSES
OFJ-M CORRUGATED

TRANSITS



LEAD FLASHING OF CORRUGATED TRANSITE

The use of lead as a flashing material is desirable due to its ability

to conform readily to irregular surfaces. For general purposes, either 4-lb.

chemical soft lead, or 2-1/2-lb. 6 percent antimonial lead should be used. For

expansion joints, 3-lb. 6 percent antimonial lead or 16-oz. soft rolled copper

should be used.

Sheet lead should never be fastened so rigidly as to restrict movement, as

its expansion coefficient is almost two and one-half times greater than steel.

The use of cleats of 16-oz. soft rolled copper, or 3-lb. 6 percent antimonial lead

is recommended. (See detail below,) Sheet lead should never be used in lengths

greater than 8 ft.

The typical details shown below should be closely followed for satis-

factory flashing service.

Lead should not be bent at sharp angles; a radius greater than the

thickness of the metal should always be maintained. When forming loose lock

joints, a 1/8" x 1-1/2" leather belt should be used to maintain equal space in

grooves to permit unhampered movement of flashing sheets.

Bolts on
12" Centers

Transfatf

Of- A/o/v/ro&

3?6°/o flnhrnoma/
Lead or IG oz. copper

daffen IcorruGof/on Wrc/e J J rf* by Job co%$//ons

Expansion Joint
Placed where & when expansion jo/n/s ore

providedm btn/c//n<f slrucfc/re

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials

Corrugated Transite

Lead Flashing Details

date August, 1944

(Cancelling sheet
dated Apr. , 1944)

BMT-33

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
F
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'RANSITE
GUTTERS AND

J-Rt COPRUGATED TPANS17C ROOF/Nj

ROdF PUTTY

STEEL
PURLIN

SPECIAL TYPE W
EAVE TRIM 6"X6

U~-M CORRUGATED
7PAN5ITE RIDING

ROOF

GUTTER BRACE SUPPOR

ROOFPUTTY

+T-M CORRUGATED
TRANSITS SIDING

J-M CORRUGATED
TRANSITS ROOFING

SHEET METAL
FLASHING

O'-0"MAtlMOMI LENGTH

rtOTE:-
IF REQUIRED. ALL FLASHING MAY
BE LAID IN ASBESTOS PUTTY.

W-M CORRUGATED
TRAHSlTE

EAVt DETAIL GUTTER DETAIL FLASHING ATEAVE

J-M CORRUGATED TRAN3I71

vertical laps
in first course of

sheets adjoining
gutter to be laid
w/th roof putty

Hi CORRUGATED TRANSITS

NOTE:- CORRUGATED SHEETS TOBE TEMPORARILY SHORED UP "

AS INOICATED DURING POURING OF CONCRETE.
MAXIMUM UNSUPPORTED SPAN OF GUTTER SHEETS TO BE 42'.'

PROVIDE SCUPPERS THROUGH WALLS WHERE POSSIBLE.

CORRUGATED
TRANSITS t

CORRUGATED TRANSITE VALLEY AND 6UTTER CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Steel STocK With Steel
Apron Furnished By
JtocK Contractor.

Sheet Metal Sleeve
And Flange,

.

Flange To BeBedded
In Roof Putty Over
Corru6oted Transite
Roofing.

STEEL STACK FLASHING DETAILS

M . 1 .*
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JOHNS-MANVI Building Materials

Corrugated Trans ite — Horizontal Treatment
Transfalt Strip Details (on reverse)
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COREMM^RMSm^MSZAL^miLJimLS

DETAIL AT EAVES
AND WINDOW HEAD -it

TYPES OF TRANSFALT

STRIPS



ROOF CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYING CORRUGATED TRANSITE IN COMBINATION

WITH J-M ENCASED INSULATING BOARD

Exterior view of north wing, Mariners
9 Museum, Newport News, Va., showing

steel framing members in place to receive new Corrugated Transite roofing

In the construction of the north wing of the Mariners 1 Museum, Newport News,
Virginia, Johns-Manville products were employed in a novel manner which resulted in

a roof that was quickly erected at a minimum cost.

Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite was first applied to steel framing members
in the usual manner. Then J-M Encased Insulating Board, consisting of Standard
Asbestos Flexboard, 1/8" thick, cemented to l/2"-thick Insulating Board, was fitted
between the steel framing members and bolted to the Corrugated Transite.

The fire-resisting, .durable Transite provided the outside protection while th

3

Encased Insulating Board underneath the Corrugated Transite roofing furnished the
comfort and economy of an insulated roof.

Other Johns-Manville products used in the
museum were: Standard Asbestos Flexboard, 3/16"

and for the construction of the panels dividing
and Johns-Manville Asphalt Tile Flooring.

construction of this wing of the

thick, for the interior sidewalls
the various sections of the exhibit;

The picture of the museum and all construction views of the north wing are
reproduced on this data sheet with the permission of Mr. Frederick F. Hill,

Curator of the Exhibits, Mariners ' Museum, Newport News, Virginia. Mere detailed
information concerning Johns-Manville produots mentioned herein is given on other
data sheets. Illustrations of the interior construction are shown on the reverse.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials

Roof Construction Employing Corrugated Transite in

Combination with J-M Encased Insulating Board

date March, 1942

BUT-40
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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Constniotlon Views of Mariners' Museum. florth Wing

Roof assembly of Encased Insulating Board bolted to

the Corrugated Transite Roofing. Glass paneling is

provided on both sides of the roof

The illustration above shows the furring in place to

receive the interior walls of J-M 3/1Q
"
'-thick Standard

Flexboard

The Flexboard sidewalls have been installed and the
channels placed for the glass ceiling which provides

for the concealed lighting

In this view the panels dividing the sections of the
exhibits are in place. Flexboard % 6

" thick was also
used for the panels

The completed interior with J-M Asphalt Tile Floor-
mg. The late Robert L. Hague marine collection is

exhibited m this attractive room

E
eTanZ "™ °f COmPleted north wing and main
entrance The interesting old anchors and the ship's

bell add atmosphere to this fine museum

A • -+



JOHNS. MANVILLE BUILDING MATERIALS

Typical Installations of Corrugated Transite

Corrugated Transite is particularly economical when used for roofing and siding on large buildings. Note that the platform
canopy on this building is of cantilever construction, eliminating obstructive posts

Transite is easily adapted to difficult types of building
construction such as this sawtooth roof

Fireproof and enduring9 Corrugated Transite is the ideal

building material for conveyor housings

Because it is fireproof, rot-proof and extremely durable, Transite is being utilized on all types of farm buildings

CORRUGATED TRANSITE INSTALLATIONS
December, 1930 (Cancelling: *heet dated January, 193?)

BMT-8

Printed in U.S.A



BUILDING MATERIA LS JO H NS-M AN VI LLE

The Corrugated Transite roof of this grandstand needs no painting to preserve it, thereby minimizing maintenance costs

Large coal breaker ichich is roofed and sided tcith

Corrugated Transite for fire safety and law maintenance

Transite is used as smoke baffles and fire stops on piersbecause of Us resistance to corrosion and flame

BxMT-8

Salt air rapidly deteriorates water-side buildings—but
not if they are constructed of Corrugated Transite

L T
_

:

Erected tcith straight lap lines, Corrugated Transite pre
sents an attractive appearance on large wall areas

CORRUGATED TRANSITE INSTALLATIONS
December. 1939 (Cancelling »heet dated Jannary. M3S)

Printed In U.S.A.



CORRUGATED TRANS ITE COKE QUENCHER STATION

a***
."

•'
*- **i

Coke quencher station of Corrugated Transite
before and during actual operation

J-M Corrugated Transite is used as the sheathing material in the type of
coke quencher illustrated. In the coke quenching operation after a charge has been
coked, it is placed in the quencher station to be cooled. As the water hits the hot
coke an enormous cloud of steam is released within the sides of the station, from
which it is vented to the atmosphere through the open roof.

Coke quencher stations require a siding material
of the most rugged and durable nature to withstand the
action of hot gases and steam. Corrugated Transite is
ideally adapted to this type of work, because of its
fire-resisting and corrosion-resisting qualities. Long
service results in spite of the presence of corrosive
fumes and vapors.

OU7JJO&
SURFACE

3
/4D/A. HOTGALVANIZED y
HOOK BOL 7DIPPED JN
ASPHALT ON JOB

STEEL AH6LEG/R

CORRUGATED
TRANSITE'

An instance of the durability of Transite
follows. After siding their coke quencher station with
Corrugated Transite, the officials of one company indi-
cated their satisfaction with the installation by report-
ing that the Transite was unaffected after years of ser-
vice. The boiler plate siding which was previously used
on the same structure had to be replaced every six months.

A recent inspection of the installations listed on the reverse of this page
showed that Transite had satisfactorily performed as siding for coke quenchers for an
averaged time of more than 12 years. Yet, this figure does not truly indicate the
durability of Transite because those stations inspected in 1940 are still in service
or in a condition which makes them capable of being operated immediately.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials

Corrugated Transite Coke Quencher Station

date July, 1940

(Cancelling sheet
dated April, 1938

BMT-80
PRINTED IN U.S.A. TECHNICAL DATA SECTION



APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:

• • «^Q ^» nf 'SO" between the Corrugated Transite
There should be a minimum space oi sv oewb.

walls and the sides of the coke cars. /

_- Q M-ftimtflrad 3/4" diameter bolts, illus-
Because of the severe service encountered, o/* a

trated by the drawing on the front, should be used to attach Transite sheets.

Hot galvanized clips, 1/4" x 1-1/2", dipped in asphalt on the job, are

used where required.

Exposed fasteners on the inside surface of a coke quencher station should

be protected by a cement which will resist the high temperatures encountered. Such

a cement is J-M Ready-Mixed Asbestile mixed with No. 302 Insulating Cement to the

cogency of dough'so that it will adhere to the Transite surface and yet he heavy

enough to protect fasteners when the steam comes into contact with them.

Ready-Mixed Asbestile is furnished in 25, 50, 150 and 300-lb. containers,

and No. 302 Insulating Cement in 100-lb. bags.

PARTIAL LIST OF INSTALLATIONS

:

In each of the following installations, with the exception of the Bethlehem

Steel Company, Standard Corrugated Transite was used. On the Bethlehem Steel job,

W. R. Transite was used.

Company Amount and date
applied

Condition at
last inspection

Republic Iron & Steel Company

Youngs town, Ohio
57 squares, in 1923 0, K. - 1938

Flint Consumers Gas Plant

Flint, Mich.
1928 0. K. - 1940

Consumers Power Company
Jackson, Mich.

12 squares, in 1925 0. K. - 1940

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.

Campbell Works
Youngstown, Ohio

80 squares, in 1926 0. K. - 1940

Briar Hill Works
Youngstown, Ohio

80 squares, in 1926
Shut down in

1932. Transite,
0. K. - 1940

Portsmouth By-Products Coke Co.

Portsmouth, Ohio
53 squares, in 1926 0. K. - 1940

Bethlehem Steel Company
Johnstown, Pa.

90 squares, in 1927 0. K. - 1940

J _ . I * I



J OH NS-M AN VILLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

Flat Transite* Asbestos Sheets

Flat Transite sheets, which are both fireproof and durable, are used to enclose this forced
draft cooling tower for a large auditorium

Transite is generally recognized as the outstanding

fire- and corrosion-resisting building sheet on the

market today. It is composed of asbestos fibre and
cement, which are united under great pressure into

dense, monolithic sheets of remarkable strength,

rigidity and durability.

Transite is light gray in color and weighs approxi-

mately 124 lb. per cu. ft. It can be drilled with twist

drills, fastened with screws or bolts and sawed with a

hand saw (set 5 to 7 points to the inch). A portable

power saw with a carborundum wheel should be used if

much cutting is to be done in the field. For informa-

tion on shop practice, see other data sheets.

Transite does not become warped, distorted or

weakened in service; in fact, it actually strengthens

and toughens with age. It offers high resistance to acid

fumes and severe weather conditions. It has with-

stood severe fire tests and is widely used where re-

sistance to fire is important. Painting, finishing or

other protection against weathering is not required.

Flat Transite is exactly the same material as Cor-

rugated Transite, except for form. It is suitable for

use under constant temperatures up to 600 or 700 F,

and much higher temperatures of short duration. The

• Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

characteristics of Transite are gone into in greater

detail in connection with the description of the corru-
gated material on other data sheets.

Finishes: Flat Transite has sufficient smoothness for

practically all purposes. The thickness of this mate-
rial, up to and including 2", is controlled within a

tolerance of ± %%' .

Flat Transite is also available with one or both sides

sanded to full nominal thickness. Transite sanded on
one side will have a tolerance of ± % 2

''
'

'> when sanded
on both sides tolerance will be ± % 4

"
'.

Thickness tolerance for polished Transite, one or

both sides, will be ± % 2
".

Unless otherwise specified, standard unsanded ma-
terial is always furnished.

Painting and Cleaning:

If Transite is to be painted, it should be given

coatings of chlorinated rubber paints or a priming coat

of boiled linseed oil and two coats of a good exterior

paint. Pencil marks on Transite can be removed with

art gum or sand paper.

Complete painting directions and further cleaning

instructions are given on data sheet titled "Painting

and Removing Stains from Cement-Asbestos Products."

FLAT TRANSITE
March, 1948 (Cancelling: sheet dated November, 1944)

BMT-200

Printed In U. B. A.



BUILDING PRODUCT s
JOHNS- MANVILLE

Where Flat Transite Is Used

Because of its strength, resistance to both fire and

corrosion, weatherproof qualities, comparatively light

weight, attractive appearance and durability, the appli-

cations of Transite are practically unlimited. It

finds a wide use in thousands of industrial plants as

well as in hospitals, libraries, office buildings, railway

stations, machine shops, garages and residences.

General Industrial Uses:

In all types of industrial plants, Flat Transite is

used for walls, ceilings and partitions. Its easy work-

ability and the speed with which the large units can

be erected are important advantages. Transite is also

used in industrial plants for housing of various types

and for ducts, bins, table and bench tops and many

other uses requiring a durable sheet material.

Furnace Casings:

It is an ideal material for casings over insulation on

furnaces, boilers, tanks and other heated equipment.

The %" thick material is recommended, particularly

on the larger types of equipment and where removable

panel construction is required. Its relatively light

weight, low thermal conductivity, and its corrosion-

resistance, attractiveness and light-reflecting features

combine to make Transite highly satisfactory.

Residential Construction:

Transite is equally well adapted to interior and ex-

terior use. Fire-resisting walls, ceilings and parti-

tions, etc., for various types of construction, can be

readily made of this material.

It lends itself particularly well to half-timber ef-

fects and for the construction of summer cottages and

bath houses. It can be readily applied directly over

wood or steel studding. Vertical and horizontal joints

are covered with battens of the same material, of the

width and thickness desired. Battens can be painted

as required for architectural effects.

Sizes and Weights of Flat Transite

Flat Transite is furnished as shown in the following

table of nominal sheet sizes and thicknesses:

Nominal Sheet Size Thickness
Inches Inches

36x48 %to2
42x48 %to2
42x96 %to2
48x48 %to2
48x96 %to2

Uncut sheets run somewhat full in length and width

because much of this material is cut on the job into

smaller sizes and the oversize sheets give an allow-

ance for saw kerfs. If requested, however, sheets in

the above sizes and panels cut to a special size can be

furnished to specified dimensions plus or minus Yw!' >

Sheets can be drilled, countersunk, polished and

beveled at the factory, if desired.

Thickness, Weights and List Prices

(Uncut Sheets)

Thick- List

ness

inches

Approximate weights

Uncrated
in lb. per sq. ft.

Crated

prices per

sq. ft.

xk 2.7 3.1 $0.30

%fl 3,3 3.9 .35

% 4.0 4.6 .40

y2 5.2 6.0 .50

% 6.5 7.5 .60

% 7.8 9.1 .70

% 9.0 10.4 .85

i 10.3 12.3 1.00

m 12.2 14.2 1.25

i% 14.6 18.0 1.50

i% 17.0 20.5 1.75

2 19.4 23.0 2.00

Transite is also furnished in corrugated sheets ap-

proximately %" thick, 42" wide and in lengths of

from 6" to 11 ft. Corrugated Transite is fully de-

scribed in other data sheets.

Maximum Allowable Spans oj Flat Transite

Thickness, inches Ceiling, inches Wall, inches

3
/4 24 36

He 32 39

% 36 42

y2 42 48

% 45 54

% 49 60

i 54 72

Flat Transite sheets may be curved or moulded, in
manufacture, to suit requirements. The sheets may be
curved in any one direction, with a minimum radius
of curvature depending upon the sheet thickness.
Transite is also moulded into ducts, smoke jackets, etc.,
as described in other data sheets.

BMT-200 —
.
IN. <CanCe,Une 8h«tJ^I,™^

Printed In U.S.A.



JO HNS.M A N V I L LE BUILDING MATERIALS

Typical Installations of Flat Transite

Novel indirect lighting effect obtained with Flat Transite

in this outdoor music shell

Comparative permanence under moist conditions is one

distinct advantage of Transite for bath houses

A permanently attractive "half-timber
9

effect is provided

by Flat Transite

Panel-type paper machine hood and vents constructed

of Flat Transite

1

1

Lfl^^^

Tube-still cased with Flat Transite and shielded with a

Corrugated Transite roof

Laboratory fume hoods give little difficulty if constructed

of Flat Transite

FLAT TRANSITE INSTALLATIONS
January, 1032

Printed Id U.S. A.
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BUILDING MATERIALS JOHNS- MANVILLE

Transite offers many alternative constructions in the

building of ducts

Attractive wall texture and modernistic effects secured

bv the use of Flat Transite, in its natural finish

'

Steel-frame cottages constructed entirely of Transite, even to the shutters, showing the adaptability of the standard

material to various types, such as Colonial wide clapboard, or English "half-timber" with stained Transite battens

1

Louvers of moulded Flat Transite assure lasting service,

in Corrugated Transite housings over cooling coils

Freedom from all forms of deterioration recommends
Transite for greenhouse dwarf wall construction

BMT-210 FLAT TRANSITE INSTALLATIONS
January, 1938

PrtnUd In U. S. A
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SPECIFICATION FOR FURNISHING AND APPLYING FLAT TRANSITE

NOTE! Specifications following are brief and necssarily incom-
plete, because it is practically impossible, with varying job condi-
tions, to write specifications covering all uses to which Transite is
adaptable. The Architect will, therefore, be required to write his
own specifications using the following suggestions as a guide:

Material: The Transite shall be composed of asbestos fibre and cement
united under hydraulic pressure into solid, monolithic, unlaminated sheets.

Fasteners: Shall be nails, screws or bolts, etc. (non-corrodible types
preferred)

.

Samples: The contractor shall submit two samples, each inches
square, showing thickness and finish of the Transite, to the Architect for his
approval, and all Transite shall conform, without marked variation, to the
sample approved.

Size of Sheets: Shall be 36" x 48", 42" x 48", 42" x 96", 48" x 48", or
48" x 96", or of such dimensions as shall cut economically from these standard
sizes.

(NOTE: Sheets run oversize. However, they can be sized to a
tolerance of plus or minus 1/32" if so specified.)

Thickness: Shall be 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8",
1", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 1-3/4", and 2".

(NOTE: 1/8" and 3/16" thicknesses not available in sheet sizes 42" x 96",
48" x 48", and 48" x 96".)

Finish: The finish of all Transite sheets shall be standard or sanded.
(NOTE: Standard Transite, sufficiently smooth for practically all
purposes is controlled in thickness to plus or minus 1/32".
Material can be furnished, however, sanded on one or two sides to

provide special smoothness and thickness control within plus or

minus 1/32" and 1/64", respectively.)

Drawing;: The contractor shall be furnished with all drawings, details and
other information necessary for the furnishing and applying of Transite, includ-
ing drawings or full and complete description of all classes of work with which
the Transite engages.

-

Application: The Transite shall be applied with sheets butted and fastened

with (nails, screws, bolts, etc.). Joints may be covered with battens of the

same material, inches wide and inches thick. If moisture-resisting

joints are desired, these battens may be underlaid with asbestos felt gaskets

or J-M Black* Asbestos Roof Putty. All exposed fasteners shall be J-M Lead Head

Bolts, drive-screws, or other non-corrodible fastener types. Washers shall be used

wherever the nut of fasteners comes in contact with the material.

NOTE: Where alternates are given in the foregoing, cross out the

one not desired.

*Caution: Do not use "Gray" putty and avoid smearing the black putty on the

exposed face of the sheets.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials

Specification for Furnishing and Applying Flat Transite

date February, 1946

(Cancelling sheet
dated Feb. , 1940)

BMT-215

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
F
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JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Products

Exterior Details for Application of Flat Transite

date November, 1947

(Cancelling sheet
dated Nov. , 1942)

BMT-217
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BATH HOUSE QF FLAT TRANSITE WITH COREPGATED TRANSITE ROOF

-4-Z CORRUGATED
TRANSITE

-fct

"00

6±'*4'WOO& BRACE
BOTH SIDES

1

I

-^7type p>
ridge roll

TEMPORARY END OF BATH HOUSE

A
L

s
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CO

f>C<5>KiC^;eTE FLOOR*
PITCHED R?Fn DRAINAGE

-SECTION A-A*

^^ 33C

A
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OTHER HALF SIMILIAR

^"moulding
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f
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•PLAN SECTION THROUGH PANELS
FOR VENTILATION, BJCX5E ROLL IS NOT SET IN PUTTY^^1

r
*
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.
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JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials

Transite Bath Houses and Beach Bungalows

date June , 1937

(Cancelling 4-C-18 &
4-E-2 in 1936 & 1934)

BMT-218

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
V
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*lat Transite siding and Corrugated Transite roofing is

Ideally aaapted to the construction of beach bungalows.

he iaterS not only presents an attractive appearance

but offers comparative permanence under moist conditions

COMPLETED BUNGALOW

>/
4"j~M FLAT TRANSITE PANELS ^ l$X 4' TRANS/ TE BA T TEN

~^ALL BATTENS LAID IN ASBESTOS PUTTY,

21"-

l
nX4"

21

1

2l"±

J-M CORRUGA TED
TRANSITE

2TX4"

— '/4J-M TRANSITE PARTITION WALLS

TR4NSFALT FILLER STRIP

%'x /'TRANSITS BATTEN

SIDING: l£ J-M TRANSITE -

DETAIL OF STUDDING

RAFTER

r's

DETAIL OF EAVE
SUGGESTED
FLOOR PLANS



SHOP WORKING OF TRANSITS

di-flli T^ e " 8ential Jaformtlcm relative to cutting, milling, beveling *nddrilling Transite is included in the following paragraphs.

Cutting Transite

For thicknesses of 3/4" and over, when accuracy and smooth finish isspecified, one of the. standard makes of coping machines is used. The featuresdesirable in such a "wet" method machine include: (a) stationary table with
drainage arrangement; (b) motor driven cutting wheel with raising and lowering
attachment, all traveling on an overhead track; and (c) adjustable speed device
to regulate cutting wheel.»6

For thicknesses up to 1", where accuracy and smooth-
ness of cut are not essential, any standard make of universal
saw table can be used for straight cuts. The gauge on the
table should be adjusted as shown in the sketch. Note that
there is a 1/32" greater clearance at the back of saw or wheel
to prevent binding. As the material is hand-fed, accuracy
cannot be expected.

Standard Method of Cutting:

Abrasive Wheel: Cuts Transite in thicknesses up to
3/4" very satisfactorily, as well as small pieces of greater
thicknesses. The cut edges are smooth.

back

i

> i

12--,C3Z

SAW

12-

STOCK.
ENTERS,
HERE'

1

GAUGE

FRONT

Use standard 16" dia. x 1/4" thick x 1" bore, of grade, resinoid and
speed as recommended by the manufacturer for cutting asbestos-cement products.

Operate wheel at speed recommended by manufacturer. Equip the wheel
with a heavy metal guard. Examine wheel carefully for cracks and warpage. Avoid
heating and binding. As the quality of wheels is not always uniform, some work
better after they have been worn down about an inch.

Optional Methods of Cutting Small Lots:

Circular Saw: Cuts Transite in thicknesses up to 1" satisfactorily,
but saw is dulled rapidly. The cut edges are not smooth.

Use any standard saw, 16" dia. x 100 teeth x 10 gauge x 1" bore, suit-
able for dry cutting of asbestos-cement products. Operate at speed recommended
by manufacturer.

For sharpening circular saws, until worn down to approximately 12" or
13" in diameter, use a standard make of abrasive wheel 1/2" x 10" with grit and
grade as recommended for such purposes by the manufacturer. After that diameter
is reached, use a 3/8" x 10" wheel so that teeth will not become too small. Give
teeth ample set.

Band Saw

:

The saw specified below may be used to good advantage on
Transite up to 3/8" thick. Heavier blades may be used for greater thicknesses.

Use any standard wood-working saw, 1/2" wide x 5 point x 21 gauge with

a 36" wheel. Operate at 485 rpm. and keep very sharp.

JOHNS-MANVI Building Materials

Shop Working of Transite

DATE August, 1940

(Cancelling sheet
dated Dec. , 1937)

MT-375

FRINTED IN U.S. A
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. ™. j 111 „-,,+ Tr-anqitp in thicknesses to 3/4"
Jig Saw: The saw specified will cut Transite

or greater thickness if kept well sharpened.

Use any standard wood-working saw with Felloe »£' ^J^^' ^
to 1/2" wide. For making circular cuts, a l/4»-wide saw gives best results.

Electric Saw (For constructor's use): Cuts liroited quantities of Tran-

site very satisfactorily.

Use any of a number of light-weight, electrically driven hand saws which
use any ui * um *

y-diameter, abrasive wheels,
can be readily equipped with 3/32 or 1/8 -tniCK u±

Transite are
Among the many satisfactory abrasive wheels which can be used on Transite

those listed on another data page, "Field-Working of Transite .

Hand Saw: Cuts any thickness of Transite but blade dulls rapidly.

Use a standard make, No. 5 to 7-point, 28"-long, hard steel saw with ample

set. A hard steel saw is preferable because it retains its cutting edge longer.

Milling Transite

Milling Machines, Planers. Lathes: Various sizes of any standard make

can be used.

In milling, use an inserted-tooth cutter or a standard high-speed, coarse-

tooth cutter. A 1/2" x 1/2" cut is sufficiently heavy. Any greater cut will cause

cutter to heat. Use a stiff brush to keep teeth of cutter clean.

Beveling Small Pieces

Sand Drums and Sand Wheels: Use a 16" dia. ,
30" wide, single drum.

3and wheels are 36" and 48" dia.

Sandpaper

:

Use 24-E, in rolls 30" x 36" and 48" wide.

Sand Wheel or Circular Disc: These discs, which are covered with 24-E

sandpaper, are used to smooth pieces that have been cut on band or jig saws and

also to finish pieces that are too small to be worked on sand drums.

Beveling Large Pieces

Large, thick sheets can be beveled on a planer or a power saw. The worl<

can also be done with a 14" horse rasp file, using sandpaper to remove scratches

made by the file.

Drilling Transite

Any standard make of twist drill, either of carbon or high-speed steel,
can be used for holes up to 1-1/4" dia. Use a standard boring tool and cutting
bar for holes up to 2-1/8" dia., for larger holes use a fly-bar.

Drill Angle and Cutting Speeds for Holes

Diameter Angle of Approx. Speed
of hole, Cutting Edge, of Drill,

inches degrees rpm.

9ACKE0 OFF END OF CUTIlNt EDCE
ON SAME PLANE

Up to

7/16 to

5/8 to

1 to

1-3/8 to

1-5/8 to

3/8
9/16

7/8
1-1/4
1-1/2

2-1/8

48 to 58

48 to 58

48 to 58

55 to 59

55 to 59

55 to 59

850

600

450

250

170

70

£Dot GHQVhO
TO ANCLE SHOWHM TABLE

Above-

Right-

Drill
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Grinding Twist Drills and Boring Tools: Twist drills should be ground
(preferably on an automatic drill grinder) so that the cutting edge is a straight
line to the angle shown in table. The heels of the lips should be backed off
about 5 deg. less than the cutting edges, about the same as for the drilling of
mild steel or cast iron. (See sketch on facing page.)

The boring tool used consists of a spindle, holding a tool-steel cutter.
The end of the spindle acts as a guide for the tool. The size of hole bored is
regulated by moving the cutter in and out of the spindle.

As shown in the sketch the tool edge is not at right angles to the spin-
dle, but instead is ground so that its extremity touches the work first, thus cut-
ting a clean edge. The heel of the tool is backed off 5 deg., the same as a twist
drill.

Points to Check Before Starting Drilling Operation: Because of the na-
ture of Transite, there are several points in regard to drilling which must be

carried out if accurate and clean holes are to be obtained.

1. Have the drill-press firm on its base. Otherwise, if a separate bed

is used to hold the work, the drill and work will not be lined up at all times,

thus enlarging and burring the hole.

2. Be sure the chuck is tight, both vertically and horizontally. Ver-

tical play makes it difficult to "feel" the drill and will allow it to punch

through the bottom of worlL. Horizontal play allows the drill to run out, making

the hole inaccurate and burring the edges.

3. Be sure the drill is sharpened correctly and that it

tapered. A dull drill causes punching, rough holes, and excessive

ing. A tapered drill causes burring on the top edge of hole.

is not worn
time for drill
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, • ^loooH firm A loose "bed allows
4. Have bed, upon which stock is placed, firm R

etock to move, throwing load on drill, thus reaming and burring the hole.

Drilling Operation: , _ ' . _ _ . ,

«

I^ J** p™* «* .^ld ,e --2-J- S.^i-^"r^U
3/4" dia., unless a metal drill jig is used. On holes a/* Q •

, .i^ i. 1. «/iaw rtr 1/4." deeD. using tnis noie oo oem,er
is advisable first to drill a hole 3/16 or 1/4 deep, u &

the larger drill. Scribe marks are helpful for large holes.

j. x. ~ o Hr^-n larg-e enough to take the lead guide free
For counterbores, use a drill large enuugx*

ly, and drill clear through.

The drill should be hand fed (not automatically fed) In stocky over

1/2" thick the drill should be raised to free its flutes of chips, otherwise it

will heat, bind and cut a ragged, uneven hole.

The pressure on the drill should be released for the last 1/8". This

allows the drill to cut its way through the bottom and prevents punching.

Where possible and where a very clean hole is desired, it is

use a piece of natural wood, Transite or a metallic template under the

ing drilled.

best to

stock be

In using a counterbore, to drill large holes through a panel, it is ad-

visable to drill three-quarters through the stock, and finish the hole by turning

the piece and drilling from the other side.

All drilling should be done dry. It is not necessary to use any lubri-

cant.

Po ssible Causes of Drilling Troubles:

Holes run out of line and burr raised on top edge

1. Drill press loose on base

2. Chuck loose in press
3. Drill too pointed
4. Drill worn tapered
5. Work not held steady (bed loose)

6. Scribe marks for hole too deep

Holes not clean on bottom.

1. Vertical play in chuck and drill

2. Drill too pointed
3. Forcing drill near end of cut
4. Speed too slow

Drills get hot and gum up.

1. Dull drill
2. Drill worn tapered
3. Speed too great
4. Crowding drill
5. Drill not freed of cuttings

Time used in drilling too great.

1. Drills not sharpened correctly
2. Speed too slow
3. Drill fed too slowly
4. Drill not freed of chips



FIELD-WORKING OF TRAHSITE

.», . .

In buil
J
in6 structures of Transite, the methods outlined below have provedefficient means of cutting and drilling Transite sheets to suit field demand

Cutting:

When cutting Transite, a work
bench of proper height should be built of
planks laid across wooden horses to serve
as a rest for the sheet material. A port-
able electric saw, made by any of the rep-
utable manufacturers, with a motor to oper-
ate at 110 volts A.C. or D.C. and equipped

'

with either a 3/32" or l/8 t?-thick, 7" di-
ameter carborundum wheel, especially designed
for cutting Transite, should be used. Among
the many satisfactory abrasive wheels which
can be used on Transite are those manufac-
tured by the following companies:

Stanley Tool Works,)
New Britain, Conn.

)

Discs No. 7G or 7-M

power-driven abrasive wheel

Norton Company, ) Discs No. 3724 Q8T, D Sides
Worcester, Mass.) or No. 3724 P8T, D Sides

Carborundum Co., )Discs No. 205-10-C3-RS
Niagara Falls ) or No. 205-C-4X

Care should be taken that the wheel The most economical way to cut large

does not bind while cutting through the Tran- quantities of Transite is with a

site as the carborundum wheel is brittle and
the blade will break readily if binding occurs.

The saw may also be conveniently used in making minor changes in steel work.
However, the carborundum wheel wears rapidly when used to cut steel but the fact that
it may be so used renders the application of this tool very general in construction
work.

Rectangular Cut-Outs: When the rectangular cut-outs to be made in Transite
sheets are fairly large in size, the same method as described above may be used.
Where the cut-out is in the center of a sheet, with no edge to start on, the saw
should be lowered to the surface of the sheet, and the Transite cut through from the
top. The cut should be run just short of each corner and when this has been done
on all four sides of the rectangle, the piece may be knocked out with a sharp blow.
The corners are then filed to desired shape (either circular or square) with a 10"

or 12" wood rasp.

For making small rectangular cut-outs inside the Transite sheet, holes may

be drilled at each corner, large enough to make possible the entrance of a power
hack-saw blade. Then by working the blade by hand, the cut is made between holes
around the entire perimeter. The resulting rough edges can be smoothed and leveled

wi th a wood rasp.

Circular or Curved Cuts: For making circular or curved cuts in Transite,

the best procedure is to drill small holes along the line of cut (1/4" holes on 3/4"

centers are satisfactory). Then by tapping the Transite within the area drilled

with a hammer, the cut-out may be broken through. The resulting rough edge can be

JOHNS-MANVILLE Building Materials
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amoothed and leveled with a wood rasp.

This method may also be used to make

small rectangular cut-outs instead of

the procedure described on the front

of this sheet.

Cutting (Without Use of Power Equipment):

When an electric power saw is

not available, straight cuts may be

made with a carpenter's hand saw. A

more satisfactory method of cutting

Transite is to score it at the line of

cut with a sharp-edged instrument such

as the corner of a file. The score

should be deep enough so that when the

scored line in Transite is placed along

an edge of the work bench, the over-

hanging piece of Transite may be broken
off when an even pressure is applied. •

The resulting rough edge can be smoothed

and leveled with a wood rasp.

Drilling:

Transite may be drilled with
a portable high speed rotary electric
drill. Where there are a number of

similar panels to be drilled in same
manner, time may be saved by marking
location of holes on one panel, then
lining up three or four panels beneath
it and drilling through the several panels at
when used on Transite and should be sharpened
being used for drilling steel.

.

Transite can also be cut with a
hand saw

one time. Drills will dull rapidly
in the same manner as though they are

>;: • :•; ">>;:-' ;-••
'.'.-w:•*->:•:,

It is convenient in spotting holes for drilling to make use of a heavy
prick punch mark on which to center the drill. A piece of wood directly underneath

the Transite being drilled
will eliminate the pos-
sibility of the edges of
the drilled piece breaking
away when the drill comes
through. No lubricant should
be used on the drill when

^^^ drilling Transite.

':-:

w*^*«^" ~

U

Drilling Transite in the field
is facilitated by the use of a

portable electric drill

rf£



PAINTING AND REMOVING STAINS FROM ASBESTOS-CEMENT PRODUCTS
RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CONSTRUCT

The following data applies to all ]-M Asbestos-Cement Products with the exception

of DeLuxe Flexboard which has a high gloss, colored lacquered finish

(Note: J-M Asbestos Siding Shingles are treated separately on another data sheet.)

General:

To obtain a satisfactory job, it is essential that the in-

structions regarding priming of the surface be followed

carefully. Failure to do this will result in a poor bond,

causing the paint to peel.

It is extremely important that the surface to be painted

be clean and dry. The surface should be thoroughly

brushed or wiped to remove any loose fibres, dirt or

efflorescence. Oil or grease spots should be cleaned as

slated in following paragraphs.

Recommended Treatment for Interior

Construction:

Painting:

In general, painting systems which are suitable for

application over plaster walls are satisfactory for painting

asbestos-cement products for interior construction. Sys-

tems of this type consist of a special primer which is fol-

lowed by a flat, semi-gloss or gloss finish.

The primer should be applied according to the paint

manufacturer's directions for thinning, drying time, etc.

The primer used should be carefully checked to see that it

is definitely recommended and specified as a primer for

this purpose.

One or more coats of a good grade of interior paint of

the color and gloss desired is then applied over the primer.

For interior work where severe moisture conditions pre-

vail, the recommendations for exterior painting should be

followed.

Painting Waxed Surfaces (Decorative Flexboard) :

Completely remove all traces of the wax finish. This may

be done by washing the surface with any commercial sol-

vent and thereafter rinsing the surface with clean water.

Then, after the surface has dried, paint may be applied in

accordance with recommended treatment outlined above.

If using inflammable solvents, the usual precautions should

be taken to keep them away from open flames.

Removing Stains:

Surface Stains: Ordinary soiling of the surface can be

removed with a soap-abrasive type of cleanser, such a5

"Old Dutch Cleanser," or "Bab-O."

Ink stains can be removed by a sodium hypochlorite solu-

tion (Clorox). Allow sufficient time for the solution to

penetrate and bleach the stain. Repeated applications may
be necessary. After stain is removed, wash the surface

thoroughly with water.

Iodine stains can be removed by the application of a 5

percent solution of sodium thiosulfate (hypo) in water.

Allow the solution to remain in contact with the stain for

several minutes. Sodium thiosulfate can be obtained at

any drug store or photographers' supply house.

Mercurochrome can be removed fairly successfully with

water and soap, or an abrasive cleaner.

Paints or lacquers can be removed by the use of solvents

such as benzol or commercial paint removers.

Oil and Grease Stains can be removed by using a paste

consisting of 3% pounds of whiting mixed with one quart

of either carbon tetrachloride (Carbona) , benzine, or

naphtha. Apply with a trowel and follow by wiping with a

clean, dry cloth.

When used upon Decorative Flexboard any of these sol-

vents will, of course, remove the wax finish and necessitate

rewaxing with a good quality paste wax.

Recommended Treatment for Exterior

Construction:

Painting:

In general the results of many laboratory and field tests

show that there an; several commercially available paint

products which are satisfactory for this purpose. Painting

systems which have been tested by Johns-Manville and can

be recommended for exterior service conditions are de-

scribed below. Before painting, it is essential to brush

the surface to remove the dirt and loose surface fibres.

Paint should be applied only in dry weather and over a dry

surface, as the presence of moisture will prevent proper

penetration and bond.

1. Chlorinated Rubber Paint: Chlorinated rubber

paint gives excellent outdoor service over asbestos-cement

products. It should be applied by brush, without special

primer or undercoater, following the manufacturer's

specifications. Two or three coats are required, depending

upon the color selected.

2. Brick and Stucco Paints: Paints of this type are

specifically designed for application over brick, stucco or

(Continued)
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Painting and Removing Stains from Asbestos-Cement Products-continued:

(dark rings may form if paste is only applied in spots).

After 24 hours thoroughly wash the dried paste off the

stained surface.

Earth Stains at Grade Line: Dry brushing and rinsing

with clean water will generally remove ordinary earth

stains.

Rust Stains from Nails, Hinges, Gutters, Leaders,

etc. : Iron rust stains may be cleaned with a 2 percent solu-

tion of oxalic acid or a 5 percent solution of phosphoric

acid.

Stains from Unpainted Wood Trim: Stains caused by

water running over unpainted wood trim may be removed

by scrubbing them with Oakite or Babbitt's Cleanser. If

stains are deep, a scrubbing with a strong solution of

sodium hypochlorite or a 2 percent solution of oxalic acid

may be necessary.

Ordinary Dirt and Soot Stains: These may be removed

with a mild cleanser such as Ivory Soap or a weak solution

of Duponal W A Flakes made by the Du Pont Co.

Deeply-Penetrated Dirt and Soot Stains: These may

be removed by careful scrubbing with Oakite, Babbitt's

Cleanser or similar product. Very severe dirt and soot

stains may be removed with a bleaching agent such as

sodium hypochlorite.

Discoloration from Oil-Stained Wood Shingles: In

cases where surfaces are discolored from oil-stained wood

shingles, it will generally be found necessary to use a

two-solution treatment. First apply a 20 percent solution

of sodium citrate brushed on and allowed to dry. Then

apply a 20 percent solution of phosphoric acid applied

with a scrubbing brush. This coat will readily remove the

stains, but in some cases it will be found that it will leave

a slight "bloom." Where this happens, it will be necessary

to wash entire area with a dilute (5 percent) solution of

phosphoric acid.

It is most important with this method to scrub wall sur-

face, as well as concrete foundation, sidewalk, etc., thor-

oughly with clean water to remove all traces of acid and

bloom.

Paint Stains: Wipe off with a cloth soaked in turpentine

or other paint solvent. If paint is old and dried, repeated

applications may be necessary.

Oil and Grease Stains: Use a paste consisting of 3%
pounds of whiting mixed with one quart of either carbon

tetrachloride (Carbona), benzine, or naphtha. Apply with a

trowel and follow by wiping with a clean, dry cloth.

Asbestos Siding Shingles:

Asbestos Siding Shingles are treated on a separate data

sheet, on the "Care and Maintenance of J-M Asbestos

Siding Shingles."

masonry surfaces. They are also satisfactory for asbestos-

cement products. Apply according to the manufacturer's

directions, using two or three brush coats depending upon

the color used. Brick and stucco paints dry to a flat or

semi-gloss surface.

3. Regular Exterior House Paints: Two different ex-

terior house paint systems are satisfactory

:

a. The regular three-coat system of a good reliable house

paint, self-primed according to the directions of the

manufacturer, gives satisfactory results and good

durability.

b. A painting system consisting of an oleo-resinous or

chlorinated rubber primer, followed by one or two

coats of regular exterior oil paint.

Note: For some types of construction where the Flex-

board is exposed so that the backs of the panels can become

wet, it is recommended that the back be sealed with a brush

coat of boiled linseed oil, spar varnish or other suitable

waterproofing material. This is to prevent moisture pene-

tration into the board which may cause blistering and

peeling of the paint on the face.

Removing Stains:

The areas to be cleaned should be dry-brushed thor-

oughly to remove the dust and loose material, and then

scrubbed with a fibre scrubbing brush using one of the

chemicals mentioned in the following paragraphs. It is very

important that immediately following the application of the

cleaning compound the entire area treated should be thor-

oughly rinsed with clean water.

In the following treatments the percentage of chemicals

in solution is determined by mixing, in a porcelain or glass

receptacle, the amount of chemical and clean water. For

example, a 5 percent solution of phosphoric acid means

five parts by volume of commercial phosphoric acid and

95 parts of volume of water.

Where acids or strong chemicals are necessary the clean-

ing solution should be handled carefully. It is recom-

mended that rubber gloves be used. All painted trim and

shrubbery should be protected and any cleaning compound

dropped on same should immediately be removed with

clean water.

Window Screens (Bronze, iron, aluminum, etc.) :

Rain flowing from window screens is frequently the cause

of discoloration to painted surfaces and asbestos-cement

products. To remove stains from this source use a dilute

solution (5 percent) of white vinegar. Screens should be

periodically painted with dilute spar varnish to prevent

further staining.

Copper Stains: Use paste consisting of one part am-

monium hydroxide, ten parts water, sixteen parts talc, and

four parts ammonium chloride. Thoroughly mix the talc

and ammonium chloride, then add the liquid in sufficient

quantity to form a heavy paste. Carefully apply the paste

with a trowel or scrubbing brush over the entire surface

I



TRANS ITE INSULATED WALL CONSTRUCTION
(J-M Curtain Walls*)

Light-weight, insulated construction and considerable
flexibility of design are provided by J-M Curtain Walls

_

Several years ago, Johns-Manville anticipated the present trend in the building
industry toward simplified architecture and light-weight structure by designing the
Curtain Wall construction embodying these desirable characteristics. A versatile
construction with efficient insulating and fire-resisting qualities, J-M Curtain
Walls are erected in the modern "dry wall" manner, enabling rapid application and
flexibility in arrangement of the units. Proved effective in meeting building needs
during the war, the J-M Curtain Wall construction is an architectural and
engineering advancement with wide possibilities for use in post-war building.

The J-M Curtain Wall construction consists of an interior wall of Transitop
with a veneer of Asbestos Flexboard and an exterior wall of Corrugated Transite,
asbestos-cement products which have been used in building construction for many
years. Both the inside and outside surfaces are of a pleasing light gray color and
have unusual durability. No painting is required to preserve the materials, but
if a decorative effect is desired they can be easily painted.

With this construction, a 1" core of J-M Insulating Board provides the equiva-
lent insulating value of approximately 14" of masonry wall. The Insulating Board
is bonded securely to the interior wall facing at the factory. Additional insulat-
ing value may be provided merely by specifying a thicker core.

The design utilizes the usual steel girts in a practical manner: the girts
serve not only as the supporting steel members, but also as a horizontal flashing.
The expense of metal flashing materials at these points, often a considerable one
where much sash is required, is thus eliminated. The usual design provides for con-
tinuous belt courses of sash around the entire building at each floor. Intervening
spandrels can be formed very conveniently with a single row of Curtain Wall sheets,
extending from the top of the sash on one floor to the sill of the sash on the floor
above. The architectural effect of this design is simple and appealing, and in line
with the best modern practice.

* U.S. Patent No. 2,057,654
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The large size of J-M Curtain Wall

units permits many design possibilities,

and practically any arrangement of de-

tails. The construction is equally de-

sirable for warehouses, manufacturing

buildings, or airplane hangars; in fact

for any kind of building where a Cur-

tain Wall is advantageous. However, J-M

Curtain Walls are not recommended for

locations where conditions of extreme

humidity prevail.

This type of construction makes

flexibility of arrangement economical.

Extensions and additions can be made

readily, and entire buildings can be
The J-M Curtain Wall construction with a 1" insulating

re located with practically complete
core affords the equivalent insulation of approximately 14'

t „ i -" * /
II salvage of materials.

of masonry wall to

Advantages of J-M Curtain Walls:

1. Fire-resisting: Maximum protection is provided against the spreading of

flames to or from adjoining buildings.

2. Insulation: The equivalent insulation of approximately 14" of masonry is

provided by 1"-thick Insulating Board. Additional insulation may be obtained by

increasing the thickness of the core.

3. Light-weight: The completed wall weighs approximately 6-1/2 lb. per sq. ft.

4. Modern Appearance

:

A modern architectural effect is obtained by means of

the horizontal courses. Exposed girts may be painted a contrasting color to accen-

tuate this effect.

5. Sanitary Interior Walls: The clean, light-reflecting, easily maintained
interior surface requires no additional finish.

6. Low Exterior Maintenance Expense: No painting is required to preserve the

Transite. Practically none of the thousands of Corrugated Transite buildings have
been painted. Some of these are over twenty years old and still maintenance-free.

7. Lighter Steel Framework: The light-weight wall permits economies through
the use of lighter steel.

8. No Flashing Materials: The use of the steel girts as flashings eliminates
the need and expense of the usual metal flashing materials at this point,

9. Dry Wall Construction: Building is ready for use as soon as walls are set.

10. Easy Application: Luring erection, the wall units may be rested on steel
girts, eliminating the need for elaborate slings, scaffolding, etc. A light paint-
er's scaffold has been found practical for erection purposes.

11- Salvage Value: Practically 100 percent salvage is possible if the building
must be relocated or altered. Extensions and additions can be made easily.

The integral parts of the J-M Curtain Wall construction are J-M Transitop and
Corrugated Transite. The inside wall of Transitop can be furnished with an
insulating core of any thickness. The 1" thickness is the minimum recommended.
The Asbestos Flexboard veneer on the exposed surface of the material is furnished
l/8"-thick. The standard size of the Transitop is 48" x 96". Battens of Flexboard
are available for finishing interior joints. The exterior wall of Corrugated
Transite is 3/8"-thick. The material is furnished in sheets 3-1/2 ft. wide in
lengths up to 11 ft. A wide variety of accessory materials such as battens, corner
roll, and fasteners assure efficient erection.

A Transite Insulated Roof may be used with J-M Curtain Walls,
structions for this roof appear on another data sheet

Erection in-



JOHNS. MANVILLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

J-M Insulated Rot-proof Roof#

Application of insulation over felt and leveling fill of a J-M Insulated Rot-proof
Roof. To determine the thickness of insulation required to prevent condensation,

see data sheet entitled "Prevention of condensation under roof decks"

While the J-M Insulated Rot-proof Roof was espe-

cially designed to withstand the severe moisture, heat

and acid conditions encountered over the machine

room in paper mills, it is equally suited to other in-

dustrial buildings where similar conditions soon de-

stroy the ordinary roof deck.

Regardless of how carefully a wood deck may be

constructed, vapors penetrate the planking, condense

on the underside of the built-up roof and rot starts

at the top, unseen, and works down. While the prob-

lem of rot can be eliminated by the use of concrete,

that of condensation and roof-drip remains.

The J-M Insulated Rot-proof Roof consists of Cor-

rugated Transite supported on steel purlins or wood
rafters, a leveling fill of cork mastic, a ply of asbestos

felt, an approved sheet insulation having the required

thickness, and a J-M Asbestos Built-up Roof. This

construction meets all the requirements of an ideal

roof for paper mill service. The particular advan-

tages of this assembly are enumerated on the reverse

of this page. Construction details are on another

data sheet.

p/-M ASBESTOS BUILT-UP ROOF

ASPHALT

LEVEL ING FILL
OF GRANULATED
CORK AND ASPHALT
TOP OFPURLINS
TO BE CLEANED
ANDPAINTED
STEEL PURLIN
(MAXIMUM SPACING 48")

ROOF INSULATION

Z/-M ASBESTOS FELT

CORRUGA TED
ANSITE APPLIED
ROUGH SIDE UP

ONE CORRUGATION
SIDE LAP

ALL LAPS
CEMEN TED

HEAVY ALUMINUM WIRE FASTENER
TWIST TO BE BENT DOWN INTO
CORRUGA TION AND HOLES JN SIDE LAPS TO BE BOLTED
TRANSITE SEALED TOGETHER IN THIS VALLEY

ON NOT OVER /6'CENTERS

* Patented in United States.

DE TAIL OFROOF DECK
CONSTRUCTION

INSULATED ROT-PROOF ROOF
December. 1946 (Cancelling sheet dated Jane, 1944)

BMR-650

Printed In U.S.A.



BUILDINC PRODUCTS
JOHNS- MANVILLE

Construction of a J-M Insulated Rot-proof Roof

Advantages of Rot-proof Roof

1. Waterproof on both sides. The construction is

inherently water-resistant.

2. High insulating qualities. The thickness of

insulation is varied, according to conditions, as may

be required to prevent condensation. The heat trans-

mission through this roof is less than one-third that

through wood of equal thickness. The need for spe-

cial air-conditioning or ventilating systems is reduced

through its use. The insulation value of the J-M roof

will not be impaired during long years of service.

3. Fire-resisting. The materials as they are em-

ployed afford a highly fire-resistant construction.

4. Rot-proof. Because of its thorough water-tight-

ness, no moisture can penetrate the J-M Insulated

Rot-proof Roof.

5. Acid-resisting. The roof is unaffected by the

acid fumes encountered in paper mill service.

6. Floating construction. The roof is so secured

to the steel work that both are allowed to move inde-

pendently, providing a floating roof construction.

7. Light weight: The construction, exclusive of

the steel work, weighs about 8 lb per sq ft plus iy4

to IV2 lb per sq ft per inch thickness of sheet insula-

tion used.

8. Low maintenance. The J-M Insulated Rot-proof

Roof can be depended upon for many years of service

with practically no maintenance.

Transite Insulated Roof

Where roof insulation is desired, but condensation

conditions are not severe, a less expensive construc-

tion than the Insulated Rot-proof Roof, known as the

Transite Insulated Roof, has given satisfactory service

under widely varying climatic conditions.

This construction uses, as the roof deck, Corrugated

Transite over which is applied a minimum of two

layers of Roofinsul, stapled or cemented together with

a %" shiplap on all edges, which serves as a base

for a standard J-M Built-up Roof.

The Corrugated Transite, laid rough side up, with

all edges butted, is bolted to the purlins. A minimum

of one inch of Roofinsul is applied over it with all

joints staggered, the layers being secured together as

a unit deck, using bolts or sheet metal screws. Large

washers are used under the heads and the fasteners

drawn tightly enough to imbed the heads slightly

and leave a flat upper surface. Over the Roofinsul,

the type of J-M Built-up Roof selected is applied in

accordance with standard J-M specifications. Detailed

construction drawings are reproduced on other data

sheets, available on request.

Unsuitable fasfene?^^
to secure corrucated
transite to purlin

construction,
fcough side up

TYPICAL ROOF
CONSTRUCTION

4- mm.
bearing

area at all

end Joints

BMR-650 INSULATED ROTPROQF and TRANSITE INSULATED ROOFS
December. 1940 (Cancelling: sheet dated June, 1944)
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